A personalized Kindergarten - 5th Grade curriculum that helps teachers meet the needs of each student, every day —

so all children can learn and love math.
With Zearn Math, students learn new concepts in two ways:

- Independent Digital Lessons
- Small Group Instruction
Independent Digital Lessons

- Students learn at their own pace with engaging, interactive Digital Lessons
- Students receive precise and supportive feedback throughout the experience
- Students transfer learning with paper & pencil work

Small Group Instruction

- Students learn in small groups, and receives daily, direct feedback
- Every student has the opportunity to discuss their reasoning, everyday
- Students work with concrete objects to show their thinking
Students learn in a personalized rotational model, spending time learning in Independent Digital Lessons and Small Group Instruction, every day.
Let’s take a look at Zearn together
When students login to Zearn, they see their Student Feed, which shows them what to work on next (and what they have completed!)
Each Independent Digital Lesson has four parts, designed to help students learn and practice at their own pace.

- **Fluency Warmup**: Number Gym, Lesson Aligned Fluency
- **Guided Practice**: Learning Lab, Math Chat, Story Time, Zearn Squad
- **Independent Practice**: Tower of Power
- **Exit Ticket**
Students work through digital models that help them construct their math and learn a new concept.
Students learn with engaging, interactive videos with on-screen teachers and tactile objects.
Throughout each Digital Lesson, students are prompted to complete paper Student Notes to model their math and transfer learning.
Students are reminded throughout to keep trying and work through challenge.
Zearn Math provides teachers with data on progress, which helps inform small group instruction.
How can you learn more about Zearn Math?

1. Log in to www.zearn.org with your child

2. Ask your child to show you how they learn in Independent Digital Lessons

3. Explore Zearn’s Help Center